
What Is Faithfulness? 29

Write your answer below. You might need to look back at Luke 1:38.

Does it sound a little strange that God picked someone 
so young to be the mother of Jesus? Let me clear one thing up. 

During the time that Mary lived, a teenager had reached adulthood. 
Twelve-year-old boys were considered men and had full-time jobs, 
while the girls were fully trained and prepared to start a family and 

care for a household. People typically didn’t live as long in those days 
because they didn’t have the medicine and knowledge that we have today. 

So, if someone lived to be 60, they were considered suuuper old. 
For this reason, adulthood started a lot younger! 

Does that make sense?
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How does
Mary:Becoming A Girl of Faithfulness

address the topic of virginity

Glad ya asked! And we totally get it. It took a lot of thought and prayer for us to refer-
ence this in a way that protected the readiness of each reader. We believe we succeeded 
in writing about it truthfully. Check it out in the following sample pages. 

We recognize that this could be the catalyst that causes your girl to be curious. If that's 
the case, we believe it's because she is ready and you are fully equipped to handle it. But 
rest assured, we won't introduce anything that some girls may not be ready to learn about. 
We have a strong conviction that you, Mom, should be in the driver's seat of your daugh-
ter's sex education.
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Mary: Becoming a Girl of Faithfulness30

How did the angel tell Mary God intended to create this baby? Write your answer below. 
You might look at Luke 1:35, which we read earlier.

She changed 

her plan to faithfully follow God’s plan!
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In the verse below, underline what Joseph did after the angel spoke to him in a dream.

When Joseph woke up, he did as the angel of the Lord commanded  

and took Mary as his wife. (Matthew 1:24)

Fill in the blanks!

A faithful girl  ___________________  in _____________     __________________.

Now turn back to the beginning of the book. Find the two pages  
that say “Faithfulness Lessons” at the top of the page.  

Beside #1, rewrite the sentence above.
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Find the �rst words the angel spoke to Mary. They not only include the truth that she is 
favored but another reallllly big piece of good news for Mary. Where was God when all 
this was happening?

I want to do what is right, but I can’t. I want to do what is good, but I don’t. 
I don’t want to do what is wrong, but I do it anyway. (Romans 7:18b–19) 

Think of a 

time like that in your life and write about it below:
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+ : 

In the box below, 

write or draw out your biggest dreams, goals, or hopes for the future! Include all the details!
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Mary: Becoming a Girl of Faithfulness34

With a red 

pencil or marker, circle three good things about God’s plan for you.

“For I know the plans I have for you,” says the LORD.  

“They are plans for good and not for disaster, to give you  

a future and a hope.” (Jeremiah 29:11)

Based on those three good things, what can you believe when God’s plan for your life isn’t 
what you had hoped?
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 Underline the action 

words below that tell you how to respond to God’s plan.

Trust in the LORD with all your heart; do not depend on your own  

understanding. Seek his will in all you do, and he will show you which 

path to take. (Proverbs 3:5–6)
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